
Breaking the cycle of stress 
 
Besides exercise, the best way that I know, to reduce the effects of the unnatural stress, we 
experience daily and to support us to raise our consciousness, is to “MEDITATE”. To do this 
effectively, our brain needs to be to vibrate at Gamma brain wave frequency (32 – 100 Hz). 
(See the graphic below) 

 
To achieve this, we need to consider the following: 
 
We need to figure out, how to move our brain wave frequency, from Beta (Conscious thinking) 
- to internal aroused brain wave frequency, called Gamma. When you view the graphic above, 
you would intuitively believe, that you should be able to find a way, to increase your brain 
wave frequency from Beta 13 – 32 Hz, so that you can go straight into Gamma brain wave 
frequencies of 32 – 100 Hz.  
 
Unfortunately, that is not possible, as the arousal or brain stimulation, which we experience 
during high Beta, is the polar opposite of the arousal or stimulation that we need; to support 
our brains, to move from Beta brain wave frequencies, into a gamma brain wave frequency.  
 
The reason for this is as follows: 
 

1. When our brains are experiencing stressors or triggers from our environment, or we 
are extra alert, because of danger (perceived or real), our brains operate in “HIGH 
BETA” brain wave frequency. (23 -32 Hz). 



2. GAMMA brain waves. This is the place where our brains need to vibrate, during “DEEP 
MEDITATION”. (32 – 100 Hz).  

3. So, why can’t we just move straight from high beta, directly to Gamma brain wave 
frequencies? 

4. It is impossible, to move directly from an external aroused state of “STRESS”, (23 – 32 
Hz) to an internal, connected state (Gamma 32 -100 Hz) of “LOVE, CONNECTION and 
DEEP CONSCIOUSNESS”.  

5. This is because the state of arousal, when we are thinking in our conscious mind, is 
there, to support us to operate in our external world. 

6. The arousal required to support us, in our “EXTERNAL WORLD” is connected to our 
“FIVE SENSES”, namely, sight, sound, touch, feeling and taste. 

7. When we meditate, we need to be in a completely different state, namely one of 
introspection, where we are completely disconnected, from our 5 senses. 

When in a meditative connected state, I find that I am at a “POINT”, where my five senses 
stop and “LOVE and CONNECTI 


